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As far as accounting textbooks are concerned, I'd put Arens at the top of the heap. Unlike many



other authors who are more interested in impressing you with their $50 SAT prep vocabulary, Arens

is actually interested in getting the point across without bogging you down with details that aren't

going to help you for the CPA anyway. However, one major difference between this version and the

most current one is that this one lacks some critical statistical tables when it comes to MUS

sampling (no ARIA tables), and there is a lack of explanation regarding how to calculate sampling

interval in that chapter as well. Still, these are things that aren't too terribly hard to obtain if you don't

want to splurge on the newer editions (which, as far as I'm concerned, is pretty pricey for a few

additional fancy figures and flow charts). Despite this, it's still a rock-solid textbook which is written

clearly, concisely, and competently.Edit: Wow. I cannot believe how unbelievably harsh other

reviewers are about this textbook. Hard to understand and wordy? You all must not do a lot of

reading, especially of other accounting textbooks (which are notoriously ridiculous). Stick to

McGraw-Hill if you want to be spoon-fed scant details and high gloss pictures which have nothing to

do with the text. If you actually have an interest in passing the CPA exam, you'll find Arens does a

fine job of compiling information about a subject most lay people find confusing and provides

problem work which lets you know pretty quickly whether or not you've solidified your

understanding.

I purchased the Kindle edition of this book because I previously ordered the incorrect edition and I

needed the correct edition promptly for my class.Pros:Fast DeliveryEasy to read and change the

size of wordsYou can make flashcardsEasy to highlight and take notesCons:The heading color is

aquamarine - it is too bright a color for reading on a bright screenThe page is blocked when

searchingDifficult to find things quicklyCannot copy textOverall it is just okay because it was

available when I needed it, but I would rather have a paperbook when using the book for an open

book quiz.

The book has more information than this paper back does. Other wise the seller shipped as

requested and I was pleased with the price.

It's not the same book. The cover is not the same. The book that was sent to me is marked as a

global edition. The pages are not in the same order as the shown textbook. It could be a real

nightmare trying to keep up with the class in a college classroom setting.

the page numbers are different than the school issued book, but chapters, sections, and other



content is the same - saved me a ton of money by purchasing this international version

It's a looseleaf edition of the hardcover textbook. Auditing is boring, it talks about same thing over

and over again such as risk assessment, internal control, separation of duties, etc. There are many

steps in auditing. I'm glad I got this because I just hate reading textbooks on my laptop and it's

easier for me if I have to go back and refer to a page that the current page is referring me to which

in this book, you'll have to do a lot.

Good Book.

Great!
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